
EarthSick
Floating clouds of waste and slag

darkening the sky
strong feeling of repulsion

rise of asthmatic state 
breathing compromised

nightmares
foreshadow of collapse

incubated sons of a glorious past
fed on my warm care 

foul generation

Why are you born evil?
Don’t you perceive me as MOTHER? 

Into an ulcerated stomach
I bring the stigmata of civilization

All the scars of a failed surgery

eruption of the scum to clear the disgrace
human presence will leave no trace

EarthSick, EarthSick,
it makes me die, grown inside 

EarthSick, EarthSick,
nauseated

roaring thunder, screaming souls
deafening breakdown

strong feeling of decline

losing all stability
earshot compromised

nightmares
foreshadow of collapse

incubated sons of a glorious past
fed on my warm care 

foul generation

Why are you born evil?
Don’t you perceive me as MOTHER? 

Into an ulcerated stomach
I bring the stigmata of civilization

All the scars of a failed surgery

eruption of the scum to clear the disgrace
human presence will leave no trace

EarthSick, EarthSick,
it makes me die, grown inside 

EarthSick, EarthSick,
nauseated

a low frequency accross this land
everything reduced to a heap of dead sand

a wasteland of dead sand
a wasteland of dead sand



Plague and Pray

lost in a coiled labyrinth, a flash of thoughts
makes the last log out of your individual existence

I am your God, the administrator
the only salvation hope into the system

let the new plague pervade the new era
the supreme directory 

files into this machine
slaves with a name, enter the reign

install the plague and pray for the cure

shine holy grace, fade planet brain
feed the lie, plague and pray slaves

burn and save, plague and pray slaves
trust the lie, plague and pray slaves

... in a coiled labyrinth, binary souls
with no more proof of their own individual existence

I am your God, the administrator
the only salvation hope into the system

let the new plague pervade the new era
the supreme directory 

files into this machine 
slaves with a name, enter the reign

install the plague and pray for the cure

shine holy grace, fade planet brain
feed the lie, plague and pray slaves

burn and save, plague and pray slaves
trust the lie, plague and pray slaves

this is the final mankind logout 
under the light of this machine

arise a new race
the plague and pray slaves



Decanted Embryos
decanted embryos

like drops within the river
decanted embryos

There was a thing called breeding 
before sterility

there was a thing called infection 
before preservation 

I walked along the rows of bottled babies
thirsty beings for phosphate and blood surrogate

I could hear them whispering 
sleep-teaching repetitions

 desired predestination 

it’s christianity without tears 
everyone belongs to everyone else

no more anguish, no more consciousness

decanted embryos
like drops within the river

decanted embryos

There was a thing called emotion
before stability

there was a thing called romance 
before conditioning

I saw a red darkness gleaming with stars
hungry eyes for vitreus fluid surrogate

I could feel them dreaming
sleep-teaching repetitions

desired predestination 

no more anguish, no more consciousness

decanted embryos
like drops within the river

decanted embryos

disabled identities
a shared gears machine
with no social disease

christianity without tears 
everyone belongs to everyone else



Dominant GenEthics 

fragments, rejected seeds, insane mitosis
the origin of cancer flowing through my veins

the new era of death (has begun)
corrupted embryos reproduce in my lungs, 

it’s my mutating body 

Frozen germs of life stuck into glass shrines 
like precious relics of a lost

archaic domination

stem cells, growing leaves, satan damnation or hope?

dominant genethics will keep the dead alive 
dominant genethics, a new mankind

dominant genethics, the living will not survive

You  can choose for the unborn, but not for the dying
torment, ailment and pain will last

Frozen germs of life stuck into glass shrines 
like precious relics of a lost

archaic domination

stem cells, growing leaves, satan damnation or hope?

dominant genethics will keep the dead alive 
dominant genethics, a new mankind

dominant genethics, the living will not survive

sick cells consume the bodies
mankind begs for mercy

dominant genethics, in the name of God
dominant genethics, the perfect stock

dominant genethics, here comes Satan’s dog
to lead us to the final state of evolution



Heretic Infected Voracious
Fluid as blood, uncoiled like a stream 

of venomous thoughts
silent and vicious 

the species seeps within 

impure, horrific
evil, sick-sick-sick septic 

the viscera degenerate eternally

twisted hordes flowing through the flesh   
spilled into the red  flux of the veins

crushing all defense
affliction, contagion, disease

deviant, human beliefs

we are the cancer, we are the race
heretic, infected, voracious

we are superior, we are the Faith
heretic, infected, voracious

firm and relentless
civilization falls

impure, horrific
evil, sick-sick-sick septic

the planet degenerates eternally

chemicals spread into the ground   
spilled into the pure flux of the streams

released in the air
oblivion, contagion, decay

deviant, human beliefs

we are the cancer, we are the race
heretic, infected, voracious

we are superior, we are the Faith
heretic, infected, voracious

slithering to extinction
slightly to perdition



World Damnatomy

ordes of germs take control of the new-born flesh 
seeds of a new generation of antigens

generate/dominate: mankind stain

the superior race
the real malaise of the sick planet Death
rationality fails, insanity prevails now

sickness procreates
 evil human cells 

overwhelm the sane

No more cure, all systems go

World damnatomy grows
world damnatomy crawls

planet Earth infection spreads
new breed cancer released

bacteria 
conquering the body, consuming their habitat

procession to mortality, the progress of a rotting society

sickness procreates
 evil human cells 

overwhelm the sane

No more cure, all systems go

World damnatomy grows
world damnatomy crawls

planet Earth infection spreads
new breed cancer attack

terminal decline
can you feel the damnation move

under your skin?

generate/dominate: mankind stain
mankind slain

sickness overwhelm the sane
the sane, insane



Soul-Borne Maladies

No, Iùm not dead, I can not watch myself 
Lying on the couch, eyes shut

go, speak to me, clear away your thoughts
kill your judge, slyness

we could not realize the deviation
Passion overwhelmed by  technopathology

Nothing healed the crack inside

Individual choice and free will
Deconstructed the cosmic mind

And let the cancer take the body soon

Revelation, excess of evil

Creeping on the underside 
New soul-borne maladies

Chronic discontent affection

Causing blind rage, wish to dominate
Self-deception, a universe at our disposal 

Knowledge and learning
Not priviledge and spurning

Yes, we are dead, I can watch myself 
Lying in the mud, and everyone else

desolation
there will never be a new sane mind

nor any other body to consume

hardness of the soul
nothing could heal scurvy and swelling 

Individual choice and free will
Deconstructed the cosmic mind

And let the cancer take the body soon

Revelation, excess of evil

Creeping on the underside 
New soul-borne maladies

Chronic discontent affection

Causing blind rage, wish to dominate
Self-deception, a universe at our disposal 

the sickness of mankind
a crack  within the mind

outbreak of  despair
the soul-borne maladies



The Serpent Verse

My exhausted soul
So much shed blood

Paved with red our path and black our heart

As tears fell  from Godùs eye
Staring at mankindùs tragedy

My forsaken soul
You witnessed to having passed

On the soil under deathùs domain

Here I sleep
As Wadjet guards my truth

The Pharaoh claiming to creation
 is left to starve into a tomb, 
my eternal darkened room

the serpent sleeps
in sin, it sinks

in whispers and sermons
it coils within to anguish

and seeps outside through a papyrus

Here I live
As Wadjet guards my truth

Waiting to arise in flames, the new dawn will come

Endless moon cycles
for ages my Goddess watched in vain 

The mangoose came to kill

the serpent sleeps
in sin, it sinks

in whispers and sermons

Worms consuming at last a mummified mankind
The final age of the fall to sickness has begun

Breeding into dust 
To consume 

memories of a life that ends

the serpent verse remains
Carved on the ancient stone

the serpent verse remains
Carved on the ancient stone

the serpent verse remains


